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Policy of Italy in regard to Arab 
states of Mediterranean sea

This article examines the relationship between Italy and the Arab 
states. As a result of its central geographic position, acting as a natural 
bridge between Europe and Africa, Italy is undoubtedly more exposed and 
vulnerable than other countries to any critical developments in the po
litical and economic situation of this area, so it is understandable that it 
occupies an increasingly important position in Italian foreign policy. The 
aim has been to create a safety net around Italian maritime borders against 
the risks posed by an uncontrolled increase in migration (to which Italy is 
more exposed than other countries), the instability of North African en
ergy resources and Islamist terrorists infiltrating Italian territory. Apart from 
examining the concerns regarding the Maghreb region that have become 
crucially important for Italian national interests (security, immigration, de
velopment, energy), the article analyses the salient elements of bilateral 
relations between Italy and the Maghreb countries, particularly Libya.
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Же рортa те ңі зін де гі  
Aрaб ел де рі не қaтыс ты Итaлия 

мем ле ке ті нің сaясaты

Мaқaлaдa Итaлия мен Aрaб ел де рі нің aрaсындaғы қaрымқaтынaс 
мә се ле сі қaрaсты рылғaн. Геогрaфия лық орнaлaсуы жaғынaн ортaлық 
aймaқтa орнaлaсқaн Еу ропa мен Aфрикaны жaлғaсты ру шы кө пір 
бо лып тaбылaтын бұл Aрaб aймaғы Итaлия ның сырт қы сaясaтындa 
мaңыз ды орын aлaды. Итa лия, әри не, бaсқa ел дер сияқ ты эко но
микaлық жә не сaясaттық сaлaдa шиеле ніс ті жaғдaйлaрғa бейім жә не 
осaл. Сaясaттың мaқсaты – Итaлия те ңіз шекaрaлaры ның тө ңі ре гін
де гі мигрaция ның aуқым ды aғы мынaн мүм кін болaтын қa уіп қaтер
ден (бaсқa мем ле кет тер ге қaрaғaндa Итaлия бұл қa уіпқaтер ге бейім), 
жә не Итaлия aймaғын қaмтығaн Ислaмдық тер ро ризм мен сол түс тік
aфрикaлық энер ге тикaлық ре су рстaрдың тұрaқсыз ды ғынaн қорғaну 
мaқсaтындa қa уіп сіз дік жүйе сін құ ру. Итaлия ның ұлт тық қы зы ғу шы
лықтaры ның мaңыз ды бө лі гі болғaн (қa уіп сіз дік, им мигрa ция, дaму, 
жә не энер гия) Aрaб ел де рі нің мә се ле ле рін зерт теу мен қaтaр, бұл 
мaқaлa Итaлия мен Мaгриб ел де рі, әсі ре се Ли вия aрaсындaғы екі 
жaқтық елеу лі эле ме нт те рін де тaлдaйды. 

Тү йін  сөз дер: Же рортa те ңіз дік aймaқ, Aлжир, Мигрa ция, Итaлия 
сырт қы сaясaты, энер ге тикaлық бaғы ныш ты лық.

Ку зембaевa A.Б.,  
Нур бе ковa A.Б.

По ли тикa Итaлии в от но ше нии 
арaбс ких го судaрс тв  

Сре ди зем но морья

В стaтье рaссмaтривaют ся от но ше ния Итaлии с арaбс ки ми 
стрaнaми. Aрaбс кий ре ги он зa нимaет вaжное мес то во внеш ней по ли
ти ке Итa лии, дей ст вуя в кaчест ве ес те ст вен но го мостa меж ду Ев ро
пой и Aфри кой. В ре зуль тaте своего центрaльно го геогрaфи чес ко го 
по ло же ния Итa лия, не сом нен но, под вер женa и уяз вимa нa кри ти чес
кие со бы тия в по ли ти чес кой и эко но ми чес кой сфе ре не же ли дру гие 
стрaны. Цель сос тоит в том, что бы создaть сис те му бе зопaснос ти 
от уг роз вок руг итaльянс ких морс ких грa ниц, предстaвляе мых бе зу   
де рж ным уве ли че нием мигрaции (ко то ро му Итaлия бо лее под
вер женa, чем дру гие стрaны), нестaбиль ностью се ве роaфрикaнс
ких энер ге ти чес ких ре сур сов и ислaмистс ких тер ро рис тов, про пи
тывaющих итaльянс кую тер ри то рию. По ми мо исс ле довa ния проб лем 
арaбс ко го ре ги онa, стaвшего вaжной чaстью нaционaль ных ин те ре
сов Итaлии (бе зопaснос ть, им мигрa ция, рaзви тие, энер гия), стaтья 
тaкже aнaли зи рует су ще ст вен ные эле мен ты двус то рон них от но ше
ний меж ду Итa лией и Мaгрибс ки ми стрaнaми, осо бен но Ли вии.

Клю че вые словa: Сре ди зем но мо рс кий ре ги он, Aлжир, мигрa ция, 
внеш няя по ли тикa Итa лии, энер ге ти ческaя зaви си мос ть.
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Introduction

Italy’s ambivalent geographical position is described as ‘a sort 
of centaur, with its head well stuck into Europe and hooves reaching 
down into the Mediterranean’. There are, in fact, two possible inter-
pretations of the geopolitical identity of Italy. The first is ‘maritime’, 
‘naval’ Mediterranean: Italy ‘is certainly more an island than a pen-
insula, which theoretically controls half the Mediterranean basin 
from East to West, thus fulfilling a potential role as regional leader 
in its geographic area’. The other is ‘land bound’, ‘continental’, Eu-
ropean: Italy occupies a ‘completely residual and peripheral’ geo-
political role, and is perceived only ‘as a peninsula, which is in turn 
attached to another peninsula (central Europe and Germany), which 
in turn is an appendix to Asia’ [1]. Historically ‘the continental role 
has always prevailed, for reasons of economy and power (the North 
decides)’, but there is no question that ‘its hypothetical coherence 
is often put under pressure by the unavoidable insular, Mediterra-
nean component’. The Mediterranean role is in line with the ‘Italian 
missionary tradition’: a tradition which is initially deeply rooted in 
Catholic and secular culture of the nineteenth century, later in fas-
cism, which presents a revanchist and imperialist interpretation of it.

The Maghreb and Italy’s national interests

During the last 25 years, the Mediterranean basin and confining 
areas (Sahel, Persian Gulf, Horn of Africa) have been a privileged 
area of Italian foreign policy, where Italy has adopted more dynamic 
and assertive action, to the point where, during the second half of 
the 1980s, the term ‘new style’ was coined to describe the numer-
ous political, economic and military Italian initiatives undertaken in 
this area, and Italian foreign policy generally was characterized by 
an ‘emerging profile’, and ‘waning immobility’. At the same time, 
the region which has, in recent years, become crucial to Italian na-
tional interests is the Maghreb, which takes its name from the Arabic 
‘al-Maghrib’ (‘the place where the sun sets’). In ancient times, this 
term covered the Islamic territories west of Egypt; today it refers 
to the northwestern African countries: Libya, Tunisia, Algeria and 
Morocco (with the addition of Mauritania, which, however, will not 
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be taken into account because its relations with Italy 
are of little relevance). 

The southern European countries are interest-
ed in the economic and political evolution of the 
Maghreb, as well as the entire Mediterranean area. It 
was no coincidence that at the end of the Cold War 
these countries began to worry that failing to reach a 
solution to problems in this region would affect the 
security of the Old Continent through an increase in 
migratory pressure, a threat to vital economic inter-
ests, the spread of Islamic fundamentalism and an 
increase in terrorism. With the aim of preventing 
such consequences, the Southern European coun-
tries promoted the Mediterranean Dialogue and the 
Istanbul Cooperation Initiative through NATO, and 
the Euro-Mediterranean partnership in the Barcelona 
Declaration through the EU. Because of its central 
geographic position, as a natural ‘bridge’ between 
Europe and Africa, a fulcrum for relations between 
the two shores and a vertical divide between the two 
halves of the Mediterranean, Italy has undoubtedly 
been ‘the country running the greatest risk should 
there be a substantial increase in Mediterranean 
turbulence’ [2]. It has also been the most exposed 
and vulnerable to any critical developments in the 
political and economic situation in the Maghreb. 
So it is understandable that one of Italy’s specific, 
high priority interests has been to contribute to the 
stability of this area through multilateral and bi-
lateral initiatives aimed at encouraging integrative 
processes underway and at reinforcing political dia-
logues and economic cooperation with individual 
Maghrebi countries in order to create a protective 
safety net around Italy’s maritime borders. This is 
designed to guard against the risks to which Italy is 
more exposed than other countries stemming from 
the uncontrolled increase in migration, the instabil-
ity of North African energy sources and even (al-
beit unlikely) military threats (such as when in April 
1986, as a reprisal against the American bombing of 
Tripoli and Bengasi, the island of Lampedusa was 
the target of an unsuccessful missile attack from 
Libya) and the risk of infiltration of Italian territory 
by Islamic terrorists.

Dealing with the war in Algeria

Concern for threats against security and Italian 
interests from an area like the Maghreb – which is 
increasingly exposed to the contagion of Islamic in-
tegralism and terrorism, vulnerable to low intensity 
conflict and at high risk of escalation – was already 
noticeable in the 1980s, when, following his incen-
diary speeches and presumed involvement in inter-

national terrorism, Ghaddafi took the lead as West-
ern public enemy number one. It re-emerged with 
force in the 1990s when the unprecedented ferocity 
of the terrorists of the Groupes Islamiques Arme´ 
s (GIA) and the government security services (or 
the deviant sector of the services) precipitated Al-
geria into horrific violence that caused more than a 
100,000 deaths.

The Algerian drama was followed anxiously in 
Italy, especially after the murder of seven Italian 
sailors in 1994. The Italian government pronounced 
itself successively in favor of a European initiative. 
This was to avert the risk of any repetition in Al-
geria of the mistakes made in the Balkans, when 
Europe, afraid of precipitating a crisis, washed its 
hands of the area (even if this action was hastily 
followed by pressing inconclusive diplomatic chit-
chat). The only serious attempt at a peaceful solu-
tion to the Algerian crisis came from an NGO – the 
Community of St Egidio, which in January 1995, 
after some difficulty, succeeded in making the 
leaders of the seven most representative Algerian 
parties sign the so-called ‘Platform of Rome’ at the 
Roman headquarters of the Community. The Al-
gerian authorities, remaining faithful to the policy 
of not compromising with the Islamists who were 
believed to have started the civil war, scornfully 
rejected the Platform, describing the meeting in 
Rome as a ‘non e´ve´nement’ and accusing Italy, 
and all those favorable to the Roman document 
(including the President of the EU and the Euro-
pean Parliament), of interference in the internal af-
fairs of a sovereign state. The Italian government, 
fearful of irritating the authorities of a country that 
Italy depended on (and still depends on) for a large 
part of its natural gas supply, decided to keep a low 
profile regarding the Algerian crisis. It supported, 
but not emphatically, the initiative of the Commu-
nity of Saint Egidio. Despite this, Italo-Algerian 
relations deteriorated significantly, especially dur-
ing 1997, to the point where the Italian ambassador 
was summoned by the Algerian Foreign Minister 
and subjected to repeated, virulent attacks on the 
Community and presumed Italian meddling. A de-
layed revaluation of the Platform of Rome finally 
took place after the election of the first non-military 
president of Algeria, Bouteflika. Bouteflika recog-
nized for the first time that the proposals contained 
in the document signed in Rome could, with some 
modifications, constitute a useful basis for negotia-
tion. The Italian government learnt a lesson from 
the Algerian crisis that was efficiently summed up 
by D’Alema, then leader of the PDS (Democratic 
Party of the Left).
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Matteo Renzi’s Mediterranean Policy

Matteo Renzi is an Italian politician who has 
been the serving Prime Minister of Italy since 22 
February 2014 and Secretary of the Democratic 
Party since 15 December 2013. During his premier-
ship, Renzi faced a lot of difficult situations, such as 
the continuing of the European debt crisis, the civil 
war in Libya, the Ukrainian Crisis and the insur-
gency of the Islamic State in the Middle East. Renzi 
formed a close relationship with the US President 
Barack Obama, supporting the 2014 military inter-
vention against ISIL with hundreds of Italian troops 
and four Panavia Tornado aircraft. [3] A key ally 
of Renzi in the Mediterranean is Egyptian President 
Abdel Fattah el-Sisi; the two leaders held many bi-
lateral meetings where they discussed the problem 
of immigration to Italy and the increasing tensions 
in the Middle East and North Africa. As a result of 
the Libyan and Syrian Civil Wars, a major problem 
faced by Renzi upon becoming Prime Minister in 
2014 was the high levels of Mediterranean illegal 
immigration to Italy. The unfolding Mediterranean 
migrant crisis represents a significant puzzle. On 
one hand, the crisis represents a serious humani-
tarian emergency, which if unchecked, could have 
a lasting and damaging effect upon Europe’s hu-
manitarian reputation and the security and stabil-
ity of the region. On the other hand, however, this 
crisis could tender a rare opportunity for Renzi to 
stake his claim to the upper echelon of European 
leadership. 2014 saw an increase in the number of 
migrants rescued at sea being brought to southern 
Italian ports, with the increase in the number of refu-
gees and migrants prompting criticism of Renzi by 
the anti-immigration Lega Nord, the populist Five 
Star Movement and Silvio Berlusconi’s Forza Italia 
party. [4] On 8 August 2014, the Cabinet approved 
a law-decree providing for the international protec-
tion of migrants. Operation Mare Nostrum (Our Sea) 
was Italy’s response to the emerging migrant crisis. 
Launched in October 2013, the operation intended 
to tackle illegal migration to Europe by patrolling 
large swaths of the Central Mediterranean with Ital-
ian naval and air assets. The operation, which ran 
for nearly a year, cost the Italian government €115 
million according to reports. The cost forced Renzi, 
and Italy, to look to Europe in order to re-balance 
their policy in the Mediterranean. On 19 April 2015, 
a huge shipwreck took place in the Mediterranean 
Sea, causing the death of more than 700 migrants 
from North Africa. Renzi, returning to Rome from 

a political event in Mantua for the regional elec-
tions, held an emergency meeting with ministers 
and spoke by telephone to French President Fran-
çois Hollande and Maltese Prime Minister Joseph 
Muscat. The call led to an emergency meeting of 
European interior ministers to address the problem 
of migrant deaths. In a speech addressing immigra-
tion, the Italian Prime Minister condemned human 
trafficking as a «new slave trade». From January to 
April 2015, about 1600 migrants died on the route 
from Libya to Lampedusa, making it the deadliest 
migrant route in the world. [5]

Managing migratory flows

Although it is important not to underestimate the 
destabilizing effects of Islamic subversion for the 
entire Maghreb area, it is clear that Italy and Europe 
not only pay attention to the fight against terrorism, 
which faces the problems that Euro Mediterranean 
cooperation is still largely insufficient, and there is 
a lack of terrorism, but they also aim at achieving 
objectives that are equally important to national se-
curity. These include dealing with clandestine mi-
gration, a more harmonious and efficient manage-
ment of migration, in the sense of a more careful and 
organized regulation of migration from the South-
ern towards the Northern countries of the Mediter-
ranean and the adoption of a more welcoming policy 
that values common interests and complementary 
elements between the peoples and cultures of the 
two shores – something which should be able to re-
inforce the bridging role of migrants between their 
homelands and destinations. This bridge could bring 
together minarets and church bells, as was said of 
the Moroccan immigrants to Italy [6], avoiding the 
risk of ‘self-ghettoization’ and the consequent radi-
calization of the immigrant community. 

Libya has become the favored transit point for 
illegal immigrants heading for Italy and generally a 
focal point in the geography of unauthorized migra-
tion in the Mediterranean. This is because its lack of 
blue collar workers has meant that ‘for years it pur-
sued a line of Pan Arabism and later Pan African-
ism, and opened its doors to its neighbors’ [7]: first 
to its Arab neighbors, headed by the Egyptians, and 
more recently to migrants from the African Sub Sa-
hara, which in the entire Maghreb are approximately 
two million and in Libya alone number between a 
million and a million and a half. 

In fact, the main objective of Italian policy re-
garding relations with emigration and transit coun-
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tries ‘has been to ensure better cooperation in migra-
tory flow regulation, and more specifically, control 
of exit movements and readmission of forcibly ex-
pelled persons’. To this end, Italy has followed both 
bilateral and multilateral programs. Regarding the 
former, during the last ten years it has drawn up re-
admission and police cooperation agreements with 
a wide range of countries in the Mediterranean ba-
sin (Albania, Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria and Egypt). 
With respect to the latter, Italy has forcefully pro-
moted the ‘communitarisation’ of immigration and 
asylum policies, the Euro-Mediterranean dialogue 
providing an opportunity to promote an organic 
framework for negotiations with countries of migra-
tory flow origin, aimed at adopting a common ap-
proach to readmission. Italy has also contributed to 
control reinforcement and Mediterranean joint pa-
trolling operations carried out by FRONTEX (the 
European agency for management of operational 
co-operation of external borders, active since 2005) 
and, more recently, its operational branch RABIT 
(Rapid Border Intervention Team). These checks 
and operations are producing the first results, if, as 
seems to be the case, the arrival of illegal immigrants 
has decreased by 67% in the Canaries and 27% in 
Italy, even though it seems doubtful that this deploy-
ment of resources is really capable of significantly 
reducing migratory pressure as a whole, rather than 
affecting a single route making it impracticable. The 
EU is also starting to recognize the need for this 
communitarisation. The Vice-President of the Euro-
pean Commission, Franco 126 V. Coralluzzo Frat-
tini, in charge of the justice, freedom and security 
portfolio, has been developing a worthwhile aware-
ness program for some time. 

In any case, there is no doubt that ‘security man-
agement of the migratory phenomenon’, principally 
focused on ‘law enforcement measures and exter-
nalizing migration control beyond communitary 
borders’ [8], and on the idea that ‘international mi-
gration constitutes a risk to economic stability and 
the security of host countries, to be avoided at all 
costs’, is clearly insufficient because it does not take 
account of the fact that the objective of containment 
and progressive reduction of trans-Mediterranean 
migratory flow cannot be reached without open, 
longsighted choices, both at EU and single Member 
State levels, regarding development cooperation and 
economic and commercial relations with countries 
on the southern shore of the Mediterranean. What 
is needed, in other words, is to widen perspectives 
and shift attention to economic and social (as well as 

political and cultural) causes of emigration, suggest-
ing means of eliminating or mitigating them through 
the adoption of increasingly effective methods of 
cooperation, perhaps with varying structures and at 
different speeds, with the countries of origin (and 
transit) of the most conspicuous migratory flows. In 
this regard, the ‘Mediterranean Union’, which the 
French President Sarkozy is working towards, is 
promising, although it runs the risk of running dry 
in the deserts of rhetoric and good intentions.

A regional middle power?

Regarding Italy, there are at least two main 
obstacles to overcome before its possible relaunch 
as a ‘medium power’ in the Mediterranean zone. 
The first obstacle lies in the structure of the Ital-
ian economy, in so far as ‘always being someone’s 
tributary... cannot help but emphasize Italy’s vul-
nerability’. If this means ‘that the country finds it 
impossible to remedy the stoppage of its vital flow 
of resources and raw materials, and it is unable or 
is incapable of overcoming its economic, social and 
political burdens’, then this vulnerability is charac-
teristic of Italy, which ‘is surrounded and permeated 
by it to such a point that public opinion only seems 
to remember it at an unconscious, collective level 
(the hoarding phenomenon during the Gulf War, al-
though there was no direct danger) rather than car-
rying out a rational analysis of the underlying risks 
and dangers’. 

A significant example of these risks is the en-
ergy dependence of the Italian economy, demon-
strated by the so-called ‘gas emergency’ during the 
winter of 2005–2006, when ‘for the first time the 
Italian system was exposed not only to an insuffi-
cient maximum, but also to a potentially insufficient 
volume’. Today, Italy relies on foreign providers for 
more than 86% of its energy consumption, compared 
to an EU average of approximately 56%; in addi-
tion, this is characterized by ‘an imbalanced mix of 
sources of over three quarters towards natural gas 
and petroleum’ and by ‘a concentration of buying in 
two or three highly unreliable countries’. In particu-
lar, the picture of Italian energy supply confirms, if 
it needed confirming, the absolute centrality of the 
Maghreb region to Italian economic interests. Of 
foreign supplies of natural gas, 35.4% is provided 
through Tunisia and the Transmed gas pipeline, 
which finishes in Mazara del Vallo, with further ex-
pansion planned. A small proportion (3.4%) of Al-
gerian liquefied gas comes into the ENI terminal at 
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Panigaglia. In addition, Italy shares the Galsi project 
with Algeria. This is a 940 kilometre-long gas pipe-
line, which from 2010 should be able to transport 
eight billion metric cubes of gas to the Sardinian 
coast. Of the foreign petrol supply, 28.7% (as well 
as a still modest natural gas supply, 4.5%, via the 
Greenstream gas pipeline) comes from Libya, with 
which ENI recently signed a major strategic agree-
ment for US$28 billion, strengthening and extend-
ing the current 25-year contract for the production 
of petrol and gas. This places the Italian company 
clearly first among foreign companies operating in 
Libya.

In addition to its energy vulnerability, the other 
limit to Italy’s ambition to be a medium regional 
power is that the resources usually destined for de-
velopment cooperation policy are scarce. In fact, 
there is an unavoidable, glaring contradiction in the 
way Berlusconi has on several occasions fervently 
advocated substantial increases to African interna-
tional aid and reasserted a joint commitment to de-
velopment aid of 0.33% of GDP by 2006, 0.51% by 
2010 and 0.7% by 2015, while (towards the end of 
his second term in power) casually announcing that 
it would be impossible even to maintain the already 
low rates of previous years as Italy’s accounts were 
in the ‘red’. In May 2006 the public development 
aid percentage of GDP was recorded at around a mi-
serly 0.2%, and much more will be needed to regain 
an even keel than the increase planned in the 2007 
budget, from 392 to 600 million euros of resources 
(equal to less than a quarter of the total) allocated by 
the Foreign Minster to development aid. 

These results confirm that ‘migratory pressure 
is definitely one of the basic concerns pushing the 
Italian government to intervene more strongly to 
support the development of the countries of the 
Southern Mediterranean’, since the main beneficia-
ries of Italian aid among the Maghreb countries are 
also the countries of origin of the highest number of 
legal and illegal immigrants: Morocco and Tunisia. 
In any case, it must be remembered that the question 
of the link between development and migration is 
complicated. Past experience (e.g., in Spain), in fact, 
shows that ‘the inception of a development project 
encourages emigration rather than slowing it down’; 
in practice, ‘by helping less-developed countries in 
the long-term we contribute to a decrease in migra-
tory flow, while in the short term the flow does not 
necessarily lessen’ [9]. Hence, there is the need to 
work on development as well as security issues in 

order to achieve balanced management of the migra-
tory phenomenon.

Conclusion

The Maghreb region, and more generally the 
Mediterranean area have particularly in the last de-
cade, occupied an increasingly central role in Italian 
foreign policy. The Mediterranean, provided that 
it is viewed as a resource and place of opportunity 
rather than a burden, now provides Italy with the 
conceptual and operational dimensions ‘to recover a 
sense of purpose and a definite rather than unrealistic 
role within the international community of states’. 
Naturally, this is not a matter of pursuing a dream of 
cultural, political, social and economic hegemony, 
for which Italy is not equipped; but rather follow-
ing the golden rule that applies to all actors on the 
world stage: ‘stabilization of adjacent areas must be 
the first and most important step in any sound inter-
national policy’ [10]. This brings us back, in Italy’s 
case, to the mare nostrum. Priority must be given to 
relations with the coastal countries on the shore of 
the southern Mediterranean. To use an updated ver-
sion of the humorous metaphor in the 1980s, when 
Italian Mediterranean policy was described as ‘the 
American wife and the Arab mistress’ in a meґnage 
where ‘the wife acted jealously, then exploited the 
same extra-marital relationship for her own inter-
ests’, it could be said that too often, in recent years, 
‘the mistress has been abandoned, and the wife has 
stayed, in the meantime becoming more demanding, 
less tolerant of other lovers, more bitter and des-
potic’. Now, as never before, and in the interests of 
the American wife herself, it is important that Italy 
retakes its Arab lover and regains the capability 
that the country has always had of ‘mediating and 
opening secure corridors for correspondence be-
tween worlds and cultures which would otherwise 
never be able to communicate’. For it is in ‘access 
to the Arab and Middle Eastern world’ that Italy’s 
greatest ‘added value’ lies in what it can bring to its 
friendship with the United States, apart from being 
able to influence EU policy. One final point, how-
ever, should be emphasized: Italy ‘must remain a 
European country geographically dislocated in the 
Mediterranean and not a Mediterranean country in 
Europe’ – that is, ‘rather than having an indepen-
dent Mediterranean policy Italy should provide its 
Atlantic and European policy with a Mediterranean 
dimension’.
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